Rigid-body fit of the final MxiH model (PDB ID 2MME, model #1) on the 7.7 Å cryo-EM density map 1 . A good fit to the high-resolution EM density is obtained (correlation of 0.67), with the individual map features overlapping with structural features of the model. The "protrusion" region of the map is occupied by a short α-helical segment of the MxiH subunit N-terminus (red arrow). The rigid-body fit to the EM density and final figure rendering was performed using the program CHIMERA 2, 3 .
Supplementary Figure 2. Calibration of ssNMR constraint weights (reference to online methods).
Individual score terms and total ssNMR constraint violations as a function of increasing weight of the NMR constraint term (relative to the Rosetta force field 4 ) used in independent structure refinement calculations (x-axis, in logarithmic scale). The EM score (green) measures agreement with the 7.7 Å cryo-EM density map 1 in negative units, as described previously 5 . Error bars represent 1 standard deviation observed in 10 calculated structures for each weight value. The EM correlation term is reported in the same scale as the Rosetta Energy (blue), while the plotted NMR constraint penalty score (red) is scaled up by a factor of 10. A favorable range of weights (0.03-0.05) used in the final calculations is indicated with the shaded area. A constant EM score weight of 0.05 was used in all refinement calculations, optimized using a similar grid-search procedure. The NMR constraint score uses a flat-bottom potential with an upper limit of 9 Å and an exponential penalty function, as outlined in online methods. R.E.U: Rosetta Energy Units. 
Supplementary

4) Compile list of interface assignments and violation statistics: cat *.viol | grep -v "#" |awk '{print $17, $19}' | perl toolbox/interface_analysis.pl >[interface assignments file]
,that produces the following output columns: entry, # models evaluated, interface assignment, fraction models assigned to the dominant interface, fraction models satisfying the distance upper limit, average distance Y60CD2-K72CA 10 6 0.9 0.7 6.85 Y60CD2-K72CA 10 6 0.9 0.4 12.72 Y60CG-I79CD1 10 6 1 1 8.99
5)
Filter restraints according to chosen assignment criteria (i.e. Satisfied in more than 30% of the models and consistently assigned to the same interface in more than 70% of the models): All scripts within the folder "toolbox" are provided in Supplementary Software 1.
Steps (1) and (2) are executed only when an initial homology model of the system is available. Otherwise, the assignments are initialized manually using the "anchor points" described in the main text, and the iterative procedure stars from step (3).
The scripts can be adapted for use with any given symmetry type and number of subunits (more details available in the file headers).
Examples of input and output file formats:
[raw constraint 
